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Abstract—Assessing learners’ understanding and competency in video-based 
digital learning is time-consuming and difficult for educators, as it requires the 
generation of accurate and valid questions from pre-recorded learning videos. 
This paper demonstrates VideoDL, a video-based learning framework powered 
by Artificial Intelligence (AI) that supports automatic question generation and 
answer assessment from videos. ideoDL comprises of various AI algorithms, 
and an interactive web-based user interface (UI) developed using the principles of 
human-centered design. Our empirical evaluation using real-world videos from 
multiple domains demonstrates the effectiveness of VideoDL.
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1 Introduction

The CO ID-19 pandemic has forced education sectors to adopt digital learning in 
particular the asynchronous mode of teaching using education videos (i.e., learners 
watch pre-recorded lecture videos at their own pace). This demands a reliable framework 
to quickly assess learners’ understanding and competency based on provided digital 
contents of videos. To assess learners’ competency for a given learning video, teachers 
need to go through the whole contents and manually form a set of relevant questions 
along with answers. Moreover, teachers have to manually assess learner-provided 
answers to those questions to complete assessments. Assessments can vary in the 
context of the student cohort and relevant band or level of learning, thus such efforts 
are time-consuming, inefficient and arduous.

Artificial intelligence (AI) can promote interactive communications between 
teachers and learners in a digital learning environment [ ]. AI techniques are now 
extensively used to reduce manual effort by teachers. Research progress has been 
made in Automatic Question Generation (AQG) from textual data based on syntax and 
semantics [5]. For instance, researchers used deep learning techniques for A G such as 
BERT [2], T5 transformer language model [8], GPT-2, and GPT-3 language model [11]. 
Moreover, a text-based similarity measure such as sentence-BERT (SBERT) [12] was 
used for automatic answer assessment (AAA) or grading [10]. The paradigm of AQG 
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and AAA can make teachers more efficient. Therefore, A G can have capability to 
generate various types of quality questions that teachers desire to utilize for assessment, 
and AAA can be used as an essential supporting tool for grading.

This paper demonstrates VideoDL, a video-based learning framework, developed 
in collaboration with VidVersity [14], an Australian company promoting video-based 
education. ideoDL incorporates recent AI algorithms for generating four different types of 
questions from pre-recorded video lectures and perform automatic assessment of answers. 
VideoDL takes a human-centered approach wherein teachers can optionally modify/edit 
AI-generated questions and AI-recommended answer assessments using an interactive UI.

2 VideoDL design

The key features of VideoDL comprising of Question Generation Platform (QG-P) 
and Learning Assessment Platform (LA-P) are as follows (see Figure 1). First, VideoDL 
takes a user-centered design approach, optionally enabling teachers to interact with 
the AI modules to refine the AI-generated questions (see the components of Teacher 
Involvement’ in Figure 1). VideoDL has been co-designed with educators who 
bring significant experience in delivering digital learning and teaching outcomes. 
Second, G-  performs a 5-phase pipeline to generate the four types of questions 
(i.e., short-answer, oolean, gap fill, and multiple-choice question types  abbreviated 
by SAQ, BLQ, GFO and MCQ, respectively) from a given video. As discussed in ref. [5], 
most existing works paid attention to generate ob ective type questions (e.g., MC s or 
BLQs), and recently more research works are interested in generating subjective type 
questions (e.g., SA s and GF s). ideoDL incorporates various AI techniques into 

G-  to generate both ob ective and sub ective types of questions. Third, LA-  has 
been designed to assess learner understanding and proficiency on learning materials on 
the video. Depending on the question type, LA-  uses a different assessment metric.

Fig. 1. ideoDL comprising uestion Generation latform ( G- )’  
and Learning Assessment latform (LA- )’
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2.1 Question Generation Platform: QG-P

In ideo Transcription,’ G-  transcribes a given video v to text (or transcript) tv 
using a speech recognition technique. Then, tv is divided into n segments Stv = {s1, … , sn }.  
A segment-based education has already been shown effective in education settings [1]. 
Thus, G-  generates questions from a segment s ∈ Stv. The segmentation can be 
done by a time duration (e.g., minutes) given by the educator. In Transcript Segment 
Inspection,’ given s, QG-P optionally allows the educator to inspect s to see if there are 
some errors or noise text to be fixed. If necessary, s is fixed, and the updated segment is 
stored in the existing learning infrastructure.

In uestion Generation reparation,’ G-  generates three kinds of data essentially 
used for question generation in the next phase. Given s (or updated s in the prior 
phase), (a) it generates s’s abstractive summary (aiming to automatically generate a 
smaller and concise piece of s) ass to be used as the input to generate BLQs and GFQs. 
The summary generation is performed using a pretrained language model, Google’s 
T5 (Text-to-Text Transfer Transformer) [13]. Once ass is generated, the educator can 
also manually inspect it (optional), and if necessary, he/she can update ass to improve 
language fluency. (b) SA s and MC s are created based on target key concepts (which 
we term as keywords) that appear in s. A keyword is a span of text from s around which 
a question is generated. G-  automatically recommends top-N (N is a parameter) 
candidates of keywords (both noun phrases and named entities) from s. Optionally, the 
educator can select keywords from the candidates or additionally choose some words 
manually as keywords. Furthermore, (c) QG-P also generates a set of keywords from 
ass for generating GFQs, optionally interacting with the educator as (b), that is, the 
educator can choose keywords manually or from the recommendation of G- . In a 
GFQ, one or more words are removed from ass, and this incomplete text is given to a 
leaner as a question.

In uestion Generation,’ G-  generates SA s from s and the chosen keywords 
K = {k1, … , kn . For this, G-  uses ara G [9] that can generate fluent, relevant 
questions from s and each ki (seen as the correct answer). Also, QG-P generates BLQs 
that can go beyond what is immediately stated in s. BLQs can thus be used to assess 
an overall comprehension of the leaner about key information delivered from s. QG-P 
generates BLQs from the summary ass using the T5-base model [13] trained on 

ool [4]. Also, this model can generate the correct answers for the generated questions. 
Moreover, QG-P generates GFQs from the summary ass, where a GF  is a question that 
the learner is asked to fill one or more omitted words (i.e., the correct answers) given 
a text. Finally, QG-P generates MCQs from s to assess specific knowledge embedded 
in s. For this, QG-P uses SAQs along with a distractor generation model [3] that can 
generate multiple context-related incorrect choices.

Finally, in uestion Inspection,’ the educator can optionally inspect AI-generated 
questions. If necessary, they can manually modify. The updated questions are finally 
stored in the existing learning infrastructure.
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2.2 Learning Assessing Platform: LA-P

LA-P has been designed to help the educator to assess a learner-provided answer 
x given a question q using the correct answer z. Given a BLQ, assessment is 
straightforward by comparing the x with z, where both answers are given as yes/no or 
true/false. Also, MCQs can be simply assessed by comparing the correct answer choice 
that is the keyword and x. Given a SAQ q, LA-P uses the SBERT model [12] to infer a 
contextual similarity between x and z.

LA-P incorporates two similarity functions, and our evaluation shows which 
one performs better. The first measures similarity sim between two text snippets x 
and z using SBERT denoted as SIMbase(x, z). The other function measures a semantic 
similarity between x and z, considering the context where z was extracted, denoted as: 
SIMsent(x, context[z]), where context(z) is the context of z. As such a context, we use the 
sentence’ that encompasses z. Sentence is generally seen as a linguistic unit consisting 

of words that are meaningfully linked together [7] By exploiting the context, we aim to 
enhance SIMbase(x, z). Assessing x to a GFQ is relatively simple by examining whether 
x is close to z. We use SIMbase(x, z) to measure their similarity.

3 Demonstration and evaluation

A snapshot of the ideoDL UI is presented in Figure 2 that implements the 
VideoDL’s 5-phases for QG-P, and easy-to-use steps for LA-P. Figure 2a shows a 
ranked list of recommended keywords (purple), and manually chosen keywords by the 
teacher (green). As discussed, SAQs and MCQs will be generated based on each of the 
chosen keywords at this phase. Figure 2b shows an example of a SAQ generated based 
on the given keyword, report ill health’ (in this example, we generated top-3 SA s). 
Figure 2c shows examples of a GFQ and how a learner’s answer is assessed by our 
similarity measure, SIMbase. The GFQ (the left image) was derived from the summary 
of the original transcript in Figure 2b, which was generated using Google’s T5 model 
as described in Section 2 (see the right image). The middle image shows the similarity 
scores between the learner’s answers and the correct answers. Based on the similarity 
scores, the teach can make final assessment. A demonstration video of ideoDL is also 
available at https: youtu.be c Ii tu9G s.
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Fig. 2. A snapshot of the interactive ideoDL UI. (a) Keyword selection (part of uestion 
Generation reparation in G- ). (b) uestion Inspection in G- . (c) Generated similarity 
(or assessment) scores by LA-P between learner-provided answers and the correct answer

To evaluate the quality of four types of generated questions (SA , L , MC  
and GFQ) by QG-P, we used 117 educational videos from 12 different education 
domains (e.g., law, banking, finance, leadership). The lengths of videos varied 
from 30 seconds to 1 hour. The average length of generated video segments was 4 
minutes 35 seconds. Seven experienced teaching professionals assessed the quality 
of generated questions by rating them into 3 categories: Good,  Average,  and 

ad.  In the question-generation process, 23  recommended keywords were used, 
and the remaining 77  were manually chosen by the professionals. Table 1 shows the 
evaluation outcome. As observed, acceptable questions ( Good  and Average  rated) 
were dominant in all the 4 types of questions.

Table 1. valuation of generated questions by ideoDL

Type Question No. Good Average Bad

SAQ 335 39 33 2

BLQ 164 40 2 34

MCQ 346 51 27 22

GFQ 116 5 12 3
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To examine possible reasons for the ad  rated questions in SA s and L s, we 
conducted qualitative analysis on the segments and keywords used to generate those 
questions (analysis on MC s is our future work, and GF s are excluded as their ad  
ratings reach only 3 ). The analysis results are presented in Table 2 that guides us how 
we can further enhance VideoDL’s capability. The dominant reason was incorrect choices 
of keywords by the professionals. To address the issue, we may further need to identify 
what are the evaluators’ rationale for choosing such incorrect keywords and incorporate 
their approach for choosing good keywords for question generation into. The other 
reasons, except for unknown,  were identified as incompleteness of the AI modules. 
This indicates AI for question generation still has a room for further improvement, 
despite ideoDL has been equipped with state-of-the-art AI techniques. We believe that 
this fact drives which areas we need to work more on in the future research.

Table 2. Analysis on bad rated questions on SA s and L s

Reason SAQs BLQs

Bad Keyword selection by the professionals 52

Weakly associated questions generated in G- 13 53

Noise in text when transcribing video in QG-P 29 25

Wrong recommendation of answer (Yes/No) in QG-P 1

Reasons unknown 4

To evaluate LA- , we used SA s as this type of questions is viewed as the most 
difficult sub ective questions that require longer time to assess by teachers. A total of 
129 SAQs generated by QG-P was randomly selected. The same 7 teaching professionals 
were asked to (a) provide answers to those SAQs from learners’ perspectives and  
(b) grade the answers using an assessment score (from 0 to 100), ts. Then, we measured 
SIMbase and SIMsent between the correct answers (the keywords chosen when generating 
questions) and the provided answers. Finally, we measured earson correlation 
coefficient ȡ�between the similarity scores for each similarity method and ts for the 
129 SAQs. The ȡ(SIMbase, ts) was 0.423 and ȡ(SIMsent, ts) was 0.497. It indicates that 
SIMsent is closer than SIMbase to the human judgement of the evaluators, and the positive 
ȡ�values justify the validity of our similarity measures. Here, a higher ȡ�means our 
similarity score is closer to ts. With this sample set of SAQs, we observed that it is still 
challenging to achieve stronger human-level assessment (stronger positive correlation) 
and this requires further research.

4 Conclusion

This paper presents a demonstration of VideoDL that has been developed for 
human-centered question generation and answer assessment from educational videos. 

ideoDL incorporates recent AI techniques with teachers’ knowledge to generate 
reliable, practical questions. Moreover, ideoDL is also designed to help teachers to 
facilitate answer assessment. We demonstrate VideoDL’s functionalities through a 
web-based UI. Furthermore, our evaluation shows the practicability and effectiveness 
of VideoDL using more than 100 videos from 12 educational domains.
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